
Designed to excel on day hikes, quick escapes and National Park adventures, the 
Miko and Maya go beyond just comfort and versatility.  The BioSync suspension 
with elasticized shoulder harness and hipbelts stretch and flex with your hips 
and shoulders as you move down the trail providing barely-there comfort.  Large 
hipbelt pockets easily store your phone for quick accessibility, and the separated 
hydration compartment with SpeedClip reservoir attachment is ready for water 
or your travel essentials. 
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A complete system of flexible comfort that adapts to 
your body’s unique shape to allow 360 degree free and 
fluid body movement.

Dual zippered hipbelt pockets large enough for your 
phone make it easy to capture moments on your 
adventure and large mesh side pockets swallow up large 
vacuum bottles.

Padded foam with aerodynamic grooves for minimal 
contact and to promote air movement and keep your 
back cooler.

BODY-HUGGING COMFORT PHONE FRIENDLY POCKETS COOL CONTOUR BACKPANEL

 › New BioSync suspension with an updated full-wrap conforming hipbelt

 › Enhanced adjustment system side-to-side connect for a secure, balanced connection - 
accordion fit, error-free placement

 › Enhanced adjustment system with improved adhesion and seamless design

 › Lifecycle analysis driven design provides a reduction in carbon footprint over the previous generation

 › Built using recycled materials

 › Updated hardware featuring custom molded parts and enhanced reflective gear loops

 › Linear stabilized harness mesh and focused flex binding for a dynamic fit

 › New liter sizes with equal men’s and women’s volumes

Carbon Footprint 
TOTAL IMPACT: 12.7 kg CO2

REDUCED: 26%

»

Acidification
TOTAL IMPACT: .04 kg SO2

REDUCED: 20%

»

Smog Formation
TOTAL IMPACT: .6 kg O3

REDUCED: 21%

»

Blue Water Consumption
TOTAL IMPACT: 14.8 gal

REDUCED: 16%

»Water Pollution 
TOTAL IMPACT: .002 kg N

REDUCED: 17%

»

Primary Energy Demand
TOTAL IMPACT: 222.39 net cal

REDUCED: 21%

»

*Miko 20


